OCEAN SUNRISE
This wonderful wall quilt is paper pieced and machine appliquéd. You will be
thrilled at how sharp these skinny points will be and how quick and easy it is to machine
appliqué these curves. You will have several blocks completed in class with detailed
instructions on how to finish your quilt top at home. You are going to love making this
project.
PATTERN FEE $20.00 (Includes foundation papers.)
Bring your best sewing machine in good working order.
(You need to make width and length adjustments for the stitch we will use.)
Open embroidery foot
1/4" patchwork foot is optional
Extra/empty bobbin for your machine
Thread to match for piecing
(gray usually works well)
80/12 or 90/14 needles for paper piecing
60/8 microtex needles for machine appliqué (Available to purchase in class)
Rotary cutter, board and ruler
Nylon thread-YLI brand in .004 size (Available to purchase in class)
Water soluble glue stick
Scissors-both paper and plastic
Press cloth-old wash cloth or towel will work great
Silk pins
Add-A-Quarter rulers (optional)
Iron
I reference the colors according to what I used in my quilt but feel
free to work in the colors of your choosing.
FABRIC-WASHED AND IRONED-100% cotton only please
I used six different yellow fabrics but you could use just one. If you use six different
yellow fabrics purchase 1/2 yard of each fabric plus 1/4 yard of one yellow for the piping
around the border. If you purchase just one yellow fabric you need 3 yards for the blocks
and the piping.
I used five different blue prints for the points. You would need 1/3 yard of each of these.
If you want to use just one print fabric for the points you only need to purchase 1 1/2
yards.
I used two different blue prints for the curved/circular portion of the block. (The 1/4
circle) You need to purchase 1/3 yard of these two prints or if you prefer to use just one
fabric you will need to purchase 5/8 yard.
From my dark blue print, in the blocks, on the border and binding you need to purchase
3 yards.
PLEASE BE SURE YOU GET PAGE TWO OF THIS SUPPLY LIST. IT HAS

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOU TO PREPARE BEFORE CLASS.
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
From your yellow fabrics cut pieces 3" x 5". These need to be close to this size. Since
they are being used for paper piecing they do not need to be as precise as they would for
regular piecing.
If you are using six different yellow prints you need 36 of these from each fabric.
If you are using one print cut 216 of these.
From your blue prints being used for the points cut your pieces 2" x 5".
If you are using five different fabrics cut 36 from each fabric.
If you are using just one fabric for these points cut 180 of these.
I would like you to cut your border and binding before coming to class. We will be
cutting some block pieces in class from this remaining fabric. This will allow you to cut
the border as one long strip with no seams.
Cut 4 strips for the border 4" x 60"
Cut 4 strips for the binding 2" x 60"
**Don't forget to bring your remaining fabric.

